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Vector-meson production at large transverse momentum
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This paper considers possible extensions of the Landshoff-Polkinghorne quark-fusion model, for the
production of large-pT pseudoscalar mesons, to include the vector-meson nonet. The relative multiplicities of
pseudoscal. ars, taking vector-meson decay into account, are calculated in two models. The leptonic decays of
the p, co, and P give rise to a predicted e+/n+ ratio of about 5 )& 10 ' in both models. Qualitative features of
the models are discussed in the light of existing data on the structure of large-transverse-momentum events.

I. INTRODUCTION

At low transverse momentum (pre 1 GeV/c),
it is well known that the dependence of particle
yields on p~ can be described by exponential, s-
independent falloffs. In the last few years, high-
energy experiments with p-p and p-nucleus colli-
sions have demonstrated the existence of a new
regime at larger values of P~.' There are three
main qualitative differences in this new regime:

(1) less-rapid falloff in pr (becoming an inverse
power of pr as s- ~? ),

(2) strong s dependence, with the cross sections
rising with increasing s,

(3) larger relative multiplicities for the heavier
particles (K's, p's, p's, etc.).

the process are the momentum distributions of 1
and 2 within their parent hadrons (these are rela-
ted to the electromagnetic structure function F, (&u)

if 1, 2 are quarks), the momentum distribution of
C in 3 (essentially the e'e annihilation structure
function F2(~) if 3 is a quark), and a model for the
hard-scattering amplitude. For the latter, dimen-
sional counting is generally used as a guide'; then
asymptotically (s-~ at fixed xr, 8) the form (1)
is obtained with N given by N=n-2, where n is
the total number of quark fields in the initial and
final states of the hard scattering.

The following list gives the value of N corre-
sponding to various hard scatterings. The second-
ary arrows denote some of the possible subsequent
fragmentations, which do not change the value of

In particular, the single-particle inclusive cross
sections are roughly compatible with the form

E + =s "f(x,r)8

where xr =2p„/Ms, 8 is center-of-mass scattering
angle, and N lies between 4 and 6.

q+q q+q

q+M, (2a)

(2b)

Parton mechanisms

These results have been widely received as
further evidence for the existence of the partons
(hadronic constituents with pointlike weak and
electromagnetic interactions) "discovered" by
Bjorken scaling. For the purposes of this paper
we take these partons to be Gell-Mann-Zweig
quark s.

All the various proposed parton mechanisms
have the form of Fig. ~. The large transverse
momentum is produced in a single hard scattering
of a constituent (1) of A (or A itself) with a con-
stituent (2} of B (or B itself} into two systems
(3, 4}, one of which (3) either is C or decays/frag-
ments to give C; by a constituent we mean a sys-
tem of one or more quarks arising from the parent
hadron. The necessary inputs for a calculation of

x=6 (

etc.

q+q~ B+q

~q +M,

q+q-M+ {qq)

~q, B,

q+B +B

q+ (qq)- B+M,

M +M JI/f +M,

{2e)

(2f)

{2g)

(2h)
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FIG. 2. Meson-bremsstrahlung processes for H &+H&
M+X at large Pz.

FK'. 1. General parton-model view of A +B C +X;
C has large transverse momentum.

Now the data for meson production at large p~
are well described by the form (1) except that N
has an apparent x~ dependence. ' Since N is uni-
formly greater than 2, it appears that the mecha-
nism (2a) is unimportant, perhaps because of a
dynamical suppression or a selection rule' or
some other mechanism. " The x~ dependence of
N is plausibly explained by supposing that there
are two (or two sets of) important mechanisms.
One of these mechanisms has ~=4 and the other
has N = 6, with the scaling function f in (1) of the
latter falling off less rapidly as x~ approaches its
kinematic limit sin8. Then at any fixed energy
the X = 6 mechanism is dominant for sufficiently
large xr. Counting rules (see Ref. 11 and refer-
ences therein) which are used to predict the dif-
ferent behaviors of the mechanisms in (2) as
g~ - sin8 support this general picture. " These
counting rules may also be used to indicate the
relative importance of particular mechanisms,
although at small values of x~ the extrapolation
from the exclusive limit should be viewed with
some caution. We here confine our attention to the
CERN-ISR range 0.1 sxr s 0.4, 23 sMss 62 GeV,
where the meson production data' are in good
agreement with the form (1) with ~=4.

Meson bremsstrahlung and quark fusion

We consider further the processes (2b) and (2c)
for large-p~ meson production, noting that cross-
ing symmetry implies that if one is present then so
is the other. Blankenbecler, Brodsky, and
Gunion" proposed the original model (Fig. 2) for
a hard scattering of the form (2c)—"meson brems-
strahlung. " Landshoff and Polkinghorne" have
considered a model (Fig. 3) of type (2b)—"quark
fusion. " Both models assume the two-quark-two-
meson amplitude to be dominated by quark ex-
change when the invariants become large together.
More detailed descriptions of these two processes
are given in Refs. 12 and 13; we note here that
calculations in each model give a reasonable fit
to the single-particle inclusive cross section at

large p~.
Since the over-all normalization of these con-

tributions is a free parameter, the question of
their relative normalization is important. There
are reasons to believe that quark fusion is at
least as important a mechanism as meson brems-
strahlung for large-p~ meson production at the
CERN ISR: A calculation, to this effect, of the
relative magnitudes of these two contributions to
the inclusive cross section has been described
elsewhere" (although this calculation was restrict-
ed to pseudoscalars, its extension to include vector
mesons, following the methods of this paper, can
only further tighten the upper bound on meson
brem sstrahlung}.

Some corroborative evidence is given by the
experimental results of the British-Scandinavian
collaboration' on the particle ratio w /s' in p-p
collisions: At large p~ and 8= 90', they find this
ratio to be fairly constant at around 0.85. Unfortu-
nately, although at some energies their p~ range
extends as far as 4 or 5 GeV/c, the corresponding
ranges in x~ do not exceed the rather small value
of 0.2. (The results of the Chicago-Princeton
collaboration' cover a much larger range of x~;
however, they use a nuclear target and it is an
open question as to how much nuclear effects color
the single-particle distributions arising from the
individual p-nucleon collisions. } Despite this lim-
ited experimental x~ range, however, it is still
interesting to note that the result v /n+ = 0.85 is,
as we shall see later, typical of quark-fusion
models. On the other hand, with meson brems-
strahlung one expects a result closer to 0.5. The
reason for this can be demonstrated by the follow-

H,

FIG. 3. Quark-fusion process for B
& +H2 M +X at

large p&.
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ing simple meson-bremsstrahlung model.
We restrict our attention to the process of Fig.

2(b), since this is numerically the dominant con-
tribution because the central quark line in Fig.
2 (a) has a greater momentum squared than its
counterpart in Fig. 2(b). The quark constituent of
the one proton is taken to be a valence quark, and
twice as likely to be a 6 quark as an X quark,
while the meson constituent of the other proton is
taken at least as likely to be g+, K', p+,K~', . . .
as w, K,p, K, . . . , respectively (there is no
need for restrictions on w', q, K', K, etc.)—not
an unreasonable assumption in view of the quark
content of these mesons and of their parent
proton. " Consideration of the possible contribu-
tions quickly gives the result v /v' ~ —,'. Including
the quark sea of the proton and the additional
process of Fig. 2(a), together with the interference
terms, can raise the predicted ratio a little; a
more detailed calculation we have made gives
w /v' =0.6."

It is preferable to use the v /v+ ratio to dis-
criminate between models rather than the K'/v',
K /v' ratios because of the uncertainty of how to
introduce SU(3) breaking; the w /v' ratio should be
far less dependent on the nature and magnitude of
this effect than the K/v ratios are [cf. the "U(3)"
results of Table IV and the "broken-U(3)" results
of Table II for p/p+, K*/p+].

Scandinavian results' (see Fig. 4) show, protons
and antiprotons form a substantial fraction of the
total of all charged particles found at large p~.
It is more difficult, however, to construct plausi-
ble simple models for the hard scattering in the
baryon case, and we will restrict our attention to
meson production, except for the following general
comment:

Leading-particle processes such as (2f), in which
one of the initial-state hadrons is a participant in
the hard scattering, may be particularly important
for large-p~ baryon production. Such processes
should also leave a very noticeable signature in
terms of event structure. Triggering on a baryon,
of given p~ and rapidity, from a leading-particle
process requires its partner in the hard scattering
to emerge at a particular angle to the beams as
well as with equal and opposite transverse mo-
mentum. Non-leading-particle processes, on the
other hand, do not strongly constrain the direction
of the balancing particle or jet of particles. It will
be interesting to examine the opposite-side angular
distributions in experiments with large-p~ proton
triggers.

II. RELATIVE MULTIPLICITIES AND EVENT STRUCTURE

In Fig. 4 we have used the results obtained by the
British-Scandinavian collaboration at the CERN

Other parton processes

Perhaps rather arbitrarily we rule out mecha-
nisms other than quark fusion and meson brems-
stramung as being the dominant process for
large-p~ meson production at the CERN ISR, by
supposing that amplitudes involving a diquark
system are suppressed relative to corresponding
amp)itudes with a meson and that the falloff of
cross sections with p~ gives a sufficient suppres-
sion to processes requiring secondary fragmenta-
tion since the primary must generally have a
greater transverse momentum than the observed
p~. Accordingly, in Sec. II we consider quark
fusion further and compare the data with other
predictions of the model. We shall find that ex-
tension of the theory to include the vector mesons
explains satisfactorily many aspects of the data.
It should be noted, however, that the counting
rules, referred to above, which are used to deter-
mine the x~ sine behavior of the various mecha-
nisms, do require that leading-particle processes
dominate quark fusion as x~ approaches the exclu-
sive limit.

Large-p baryons

Baryon production at large transverse momentum
is not discussed here, although, as the British-
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FIG. 4. Experimental results for charged-particle
relative multipl. icities at large pz in p -p collisions at
Vs =52.8 GeV, 0= 90'. Notional statistical errors are
shown. The dashed curves are to guide the eye. The
plot is based on data obtained by the British-Scandina-
vian collaboration (Ref. 4) at the CERN ISR.
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ISR on charged-particle composition at large p~
in p-p collisions to plot the ratios w /w+, K"/w+,

K /w', plw', and p/w+ versus xr for ~s=53.8GeV
and 8= 90'. The x~ range covered by this experi-
ment is unfortunately rather limited; however,
for our purposes, these are the most reliable
data available, since particle ratios may be partic-
ularly sensitive to nuclear effects in the targets
used in corresponding experiments' at Fermilab.

Table I gives the prediction of simple quark
fusion (i.e., with pseudoscalars only) for meson
relative multiplicities in p-p collisions with

x~ =0.2, 0.4 and 8 =90'. Unlike Landshoff and
Polkinghorne, "we have included the (supposed)
SU(3) singlet, X'(958), by assuming U(3)-invariant
vertices. This only changes slightly the predic-
tions for the octet and is in line with the approach
to vector -meson production described below. The
w /w+ ratio is in good agreement with experiment,
and it is plausible that the experimentally smaller-
than-predicted X/w ratios are due to a suitable
breaking of the meson-vertex symmetry.

Although in general the various parton and other
models agree equally well with the observed
large-p~ single-particle inclusive cross section,
they differ considerably in their predictions for the
associated structure of these events. Accordingly
there is increasing experimental investigation in
this field to try to discriminate between models.
Simple quark fusion, for example, predicts that,
at large p~, pseudoscalars are produced in pairs
with nearly equal and opposite tranverse momenta,
although their longitudinal rapidities can be quite
different. There is little experimental encourage-
ment for this view, however. Indeed, the picture
which is now eD. rging, despite the difficulties in
obtaining detailed studies of event structure at
large multiplicity, is characterized by the results
of the Pisa-Stony Brook collaboration, "who have
observed that their data are compatible with the
following: A large-p~ event is viewed as a normal
hadronic reaction at a reduced energy, together
with the triggering particle produced on one side
and a "balancing" jet of particles produced on the
other. The jet is approximately opposite to the
trigger in azimuthal angle but not necessarily so
in rapidity. Their calculation in this model gives
the mean number of (charged) particles in the jet
to be independent of s and approximately propor-
tional to the trigger pr for 0.8s pr s 3.8 GeV/c.
The slope of this p~ dependence is about 0.75
charged particles/(GeV/c). However, it must be
emphasized that this is only a tentative description.

The most surprising feature of the data is that
there are significantly large correlations between
the trigger and particles emitted in the same
(azimuthal) hemisphere. "" Presumably these

TABLE I. Predicted pseudoscalar relative multiplic-
ities at large pz. (8 =90 ) in a simple quark-fusion model
for pp -M +X.

x q n+ 7t g K+ Ko g~ K X'

0.2 1.00 0.90 0.79 1.00 0.79 0.58 0.58 0.69 0.43
0.4 1.00 0.92 0.83 1.00 0.83 0.67 0.67 0.75 0.29

n -m correlations

Also, returning to the simple quark-fusion
model, one can show that the predicted correlation
between two neutral nonstrange mesons produced
with large p~ at the same polar angle to one of the
two proton beams, and on opposite sides, is zero,
at least to leading order (this configuration cor
responds to the mesons being produced at SO' in
the center-of-mass frame for the hard-scattering
subprocess). This zero also occurs for a small
number of the other possible meson pairings. The
zero is present for a more general y-matrix
structure of the meson vertices of Fig. 3 than
that taken in Ref. 13 and is independent of whether
the SU(3) meson-vertex symmetry, which the
authors use, is broken or not. In Fig. 5 we have
used the model of Ref. 13 [taking the value of ~ in
(1) to be 4] to predict a w'-w' correlation coeffi-
cient and show how this zero affects its general
polar angular dependence. The dip due to the zero
should be obvious experimentally even if the angu-
lar bins are fairly large. However, present data"
indicate that z -z rapidity correlations on opposite
sides do not have such a marked structure.

It is conceivable that the data are compatible
with the dominance of the meson-bremsstrahlung
Process (3c) where the scattered quark fragments,
usually to give the balancing jet but occasionally
to give the observed meson plus a small number
of "same-side" particles. However, recent cal-
culations by Schiff et a/. " indicate that this pro-
cess by itself is unable to explain the data.

There has been much interest as to whether the
production of this apparent jet structure is through
a resonance-decay or a "continuum" mechanism.
The former possibility has received a considerable
boost recently from the measurement of single-
lepton inclusive cross sections at large p~. ' These
are significantly larger than expected from calcu-

are the results of a dynamical mechanism, since
they cannot be due to energy-momentum conserva-
tion. However, it should be noted that simple
models can be constructed, with no dynamical
correlations between the produced particles, which
do show positive correlations of this type, though
possibly not of the observed magnitude. "
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lations of the Drell -Yan mechanism and are close
to 10 'x (v+ cross section) over a range of pr and
s. Now, certain vector mesons —p', ~, and par-
ticularly ~have branching ratios to e+e, p+ p,

of the order of 10 4, and this raises the interest-
ing possibility that vector -meson production at
large pT, with similar cross sections to the pseu-
doscalars, can explain both this result and the
apparent jet structure. This view is encouraged
by the recent report of Gordon et al."that, in
v+p interactions at 6 and 22 GeV/c, the particle
ratio p'/w has a linear rise with pr', reaching 1
at p„= 1 GeV/c.

In the following section we discuss the extension
of the simple quark fusion model to include vector-
meson production. This is a logical step in that
the hard-scattering subprocess should surely not
differentiate a priori between the various spin
configurations of the (qq) state; however, for our
purposes we shall suppose that production of the
"excited" mesons (L & 0 and radial excitations) is
numerically suppressed.

III. MODELS FOR LARGE-PT VECTOR-MESON
PRODUC TION

Simple quark fusion

In their quark-fusion model, Landshoff and
Polkinghorne" take the (pseudoscalar octet) meson
vertex to be Cy, (-k') &o when the momentum
squared, k', in (just) one of the quark legs becomes
large; the various vertex constants C are related
by SU(3}. This gives the inclusive cross section
Edo/d'p as a sum of contributions of the form

~PT '" &+i«.&«i+&a -1 C O. x~ &2

c 2&x
xTtan-,'8 '

xT cot-,'8 (3)

q, e is the charge on the quark a, and N = 2 +4y, .
The expression (3) has the form of (1),as required.
Some of the other possible y-matrix structures
for the meson vertex also give the result (3},
though the relationship between + and the power
falloff of the meson vertex may be different.

First quark-fusion model for vector mesons

In a similar spirit, for vector mesons we choose
the "simplest" vertex Q,y" {-0')». Then a cal-

where G(a„a,) is one of a,", n, ", and —(~,o.,) f',
and E,'(~) is the contribution from the quark a to
the structure function of the proton {or other ini-
tial-state hadron),

E, ((u) = Q q.'E;((u},o~

R tGeV C 2)

0 90
~ ~ T T 1

x 180

FIG. 5. Sample prediction of the simple quark-fusion
model for a correlation function R in + 7f 7t +X; the
two 7j 's are on opposite sides having large, bal. ancing
transverse momenta. The plot gives the variation of R
with center-of-mass production angle y of one m, given
that the other has been detected at 90 with x T

——0.15 on
the opposite side. Js = 52.7 GeV. The plot shows the
marked effect of the zero at X =90 described in the text.
For a comparison the correlation function for a n at
90 and a x+ on the opposite side is also plotted. The
correlation function R is defined by

culation similar to that described in Ref. 13 shows
that the leading asymptotic contribution arises
just from the longitudinal polarizations of the vec-
tor mesons and has the form (3) of the pseudo-
scalar case except for an additional factor
(1/m, 'm ') arising from the polarization vectors
of the observed and balancing vector mesons
(masses m„m, }. & is then related to y, by
N =4y, . Production of the transverse polariza-
tions is suppressed by a factor of s ' relative to
the longitudinal polarization.

Table II gives the results of a calculation, for
p-p interactions, of the relative multiplicities of
vector mesons at large pT in this model, assuming
U(3} couplings to the quarks. These values differ
significantly from the corresponding entries in
Table I because of the symmetry-breaking effect

da da do
~2T l. 2 d 3 d 3p inelastic 1 d 3~ 2 d3~

where the subscripts refer to the two pions and the range
of the p2T integration is over a small region about -

p& T,
in which the balancing pion lies and which corresponds
to the small transverse momentum distributions of the
initial. -state partons relative to their parent protons.
Details of the calculation of the one- and two-particle
distributions are given in the first paper of Ref. 13.
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TABLE II. Predicted relative multiplicities of vector
mesons at large pz (0 =-90') in the first quark-fusion
model described in the text for pp M+X.

g p+ po p +++ gg

0.2 1.00 0.90 0.80 0.66 0.55 0.35 0.35 0.25 0.52
0.4 1.00 0.92 0.84 0.68 0.60 0.38 0.38 0.29 0.36

of the appearance of the vector-meson masses in
the expression for the cross section. Table III
gives the pseudoscalar relative multiplicities
arising from the decay of the longitudinal vector
mesons in this model; details of how the decay
distributions were calculated are contained in the
Appendix. The decays introduce further symmetry
breaking. It is interesting to note the fine agree-
ment between Fig. 4 and Table III before turning
to consider the addition of directly produced pseu-
doscalars. Indeed, the relative normalization of
the pseudoscalar- and vector-meson vertices
raises a possible difficulty. If, for example, the

qqM vertex is regarded Bs a collinear process,
even though in the calculation one of the quarks is
highly virtual, and if an SU(2)~ symmetry is im-
posed, then the pseudoscalars are also suppressed
since they are in the same 5'multiplet as the trans-
verse polarizations. Thus, in this (extreme) ver-
sion of the model, the asymptotically dominant
process for pseudoscalar-meson production at
large p~ is longitudinal vector-meson decay alone.

We comment no further on how to "add in"
directly produced pseudoscalars, but turn to con-
sider a second model.

Second vector-meson model

The different scaling behaviors assigned to the
different vector-meson polarizations by the pre-
vious model violate the dimensional counting of
Brodsky and Farrar': In the framework of the
simple connected Born diagrams, which form a
basis of their argument, all spin configurations
of (qq) can be shown to be produced with the same
scaling behavior. The difference here arises
because the form of their diagrams implies a more
complicated y-matrix structure for the vector-
meson vertex than just y". A related view is to
consider a Bethe-Salpeter-equation (Fig. 6) ap-

proach to the vertex, and then it can be seen that
there is no compelling reason why the y-matrix
structure should be particularly simple, even in
the limit of large momentum squared in one of the
quark legs. With the notation of Fig. 6, a complete
li st of linearly independent y -matrix structures is
(s=- y "a„)

(a -b)", (a —6)"4, (a 5)"$-, y",

y"S, y" f(, (a —&)"df(, "e"a„bpy, y,

Some of these, either singly or in linear combina-
tion, can suppress the longitudinal polarization
with respect to the transverse ones.

Faced with this abundance of possibilities we
take refuge in a "statistical" approach. We
suppose that each vector-meson polarization is
produced with the same cross section as the
corresponding pseudoscalar meson in simple
quark fusion. " For this purpose we consider a
pseudoscalar nonet in which the I = 0 mesons are
&&, (1/v'Y)(PP+nn) so as to get cross sections for
p and u production. As can be seen by comparing
Table IV, which gives the resulting relative multi-
plicities, with Table I, switching from 881 to
ideal mixing does not affect the entries for the
other mesons.

Table V gives the pseudoscalar relative multi-
plicities arising from direct production plus vec-
tor-meson decay in this model; details of how the
decay distributions were calculated are given in
the Appendix. Table V shows the symmetry break-
ing effect of the vector-meson decays; for example,
the SU(3) and U(3) result K'/v'=1 is lost. Unfor-
tunately there is no significant gain in agreement
with the data for the Z/m ratios, although the
s /v' prediction is still good, so again symmetry
breaking at the vertices has to be invoked. In our
calculation 26% of the total g+ cross section at
xr =0.2 comes from p decay (other decays are
unimportant for pion production); at xr =0.4 the
figure is 20%. These relatively large proportions
are a consequence of relativistic kinematics which
allows, with p- gg as an example, one of the pions
to have more than 96% of the momentum of the p,
and this effect partially offsets the numerical
suppression due to the vector meson requiring a
greater transverse momentum than the correspon-

TABLE III. Predicted pseudoscalar and electron relative multiplicities arising from vector-
meson decay in the first model described in the text. 6) =90 .

0.2 1.00
0.4 1.00

0.95 0.90 0.39 0.42
0.96 0.92 0.43 0.45

0.23 0.23 ' ~

027 027 ~ ~ ~

5.3x10 '
5.5~10 '
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TABLE IV. Predicted relative multiplicities of vector
mesons at large p& ({9=90') in the second quark-fusion
model described in the text for Pp I+X.

x~ p' p' p K*' K*' K*' K*

FIG. 6. Bethe-Salpeter equation for the vector-meson
vertex. The ladder approximation has been taken for
simplicity. Inspection of the right-hand side shows there
is no particular reason to suppose that the y-matrix
structure is "simp)e".

ding directly produced pseudoscalar. Of course,
it is also useful in this respect that we have as-
sumed vector mesons to be produced three times
more copiously than pseudoscalars.

Large-p leptons

Charged-lepton production at large p~ is of
great current interest. We can calculate the con-
tribution to this process from p, ~, and p decay
in the above models, and the results for the ratio
e'/I' are included in Tables III and V (recall that
the entries in Table III are for no directly produced
v+ ). These predictions are not far from the ob-
served values, being in both models about 5x10 '
at each of xr =0.2, 0.4. (These are the asymptotic
results; at finite pr and s the ratio e'/p' is kine-
matically enhanced, although this effect must then
be set against the approach to scaling of the vec-
tor-meson distributions. ) In the calculations p
decay accounts for between —,

' and —,
' ef the electron

cross section.
In the following we summarize some useful

features of both vector-meson models.

J. Jet structure on side opposite to trigger?

The decay products of a balancing vector meson
will possess a jetlike structure, since they will
be close in azimuthal and polar angles although hav-
ing a large spread in their momentum. distributions;
this is a purely kinematical effect, as can be seen
by considering the vector-meson rest frame and
then transforming back along the line of flight to
the center-of-mass frame. An apparent rise in
multiplicity of the balancing jet" with trigger p~

0.2 1.00 0.90 0.79 1.00 0.79 0.58 0.58 0.56 0.55
0.4 1.00 0.92 0.83 1.00 0.83 0.67 0.67 0.66 0.38

may be partly due to the spread in momentum dis-
tributions, since as P~ increases so does the
probability that all the products are found on the
same side. Another factor to note in this respect
is that, in any parton-model view of the Pisa—
Stony Brook experiment, "the trigger favors events
in which the partons participating in the hard scat-
tering have their initial small transverse momenta,
relative to the parent protons, in the direction of
the trigger because in these events the transverse
momentum which has to be created by the hard
scattering is less than the trigger p~. Thus the
residual hadronic reaction (i.e., minus trigger
and jet) has on the average a net transverse
momentum away from the trigger and will not be
symmetric as the Pisa-Stony Brook workers
assume in their analysis.

2. Significant correlations on the same side?

If the triggering particle is a product of a vec-
tor-meson decay, there will usually be another
particle on the same side (although not always for
pr ( 2 GeV/c because of the large spread in mo-
mentum distribution described above). Generally,
however, this second particle will only have a
smyth) fraction of the trigger p~ since the trigger
will generally select events in which almost all
the transverse momentum of the primary is car-
ried off by the triggering particle. Again direct
comparison with experiment may be misleading
because of the "recoil" of the residual "normal"
hadronic reaction and its products as described
above and the difficulty of experimentally disen-
tangling the latter from the products of the hard-
scattering subprocess plus subsequent decays.
However, results from the Pisa-Stony Brook
collaboration" are qualitatively encouraging.

TABLE V. Predicted pseudoscalar relative multiplicities, from direct production plus
vector-meson decay, in the second model described in the text. The predicted e+/7(' ratios
are also shown. 8 =90'.

K+ K' Ko

0.2 1.00 0.91
0.4 1.00 0.93

0.82 0.91 0.77
0.86 0.93 0.81

0.55 0.55 0.51
0.65 0.65 0.61

0.30 5.0 x 10
0.23 4.7 x 10
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3. Absence of structurein n -m rapidity correlations
on opposite sides?

As described previously, simple quark fusion
gives a zero in the p'-g' inclusive distribution at
large p~ when the g"s are at the same angle with
respect to one of the beams and on opposite sides.
However, p'- g'g' are the important vector-me-
son processes for large-p~ g' production and there
are no corresponding zeros in charged p-
charged p and g -p' correlations. The zero does
occur for p'-p' and w'-p' (changing the meson
vertex structure from y, to y" does not affect its
occurrence), but the consequent zeros in
charged z-charged z and z'-z' rapidity correla-
tions are again obscured by other contributory
processes. However, g-p+' ' and g-p+' ' distribu-
tions all have the zero and this should therefore
be observable in g-z rapidity correlations on
opposite sides. '4

4. The predicted pseudoscalar inclusive cross sections

These have a very similar x~ dependence to
those from the simple quark-fusion model; the
falloff is just slightly steeper. The fit to the data
is preserved.

Meson-beam experiments

Vector-meson models can also have important
predictive consequences for the process
M'B -M+X at large p~. In a recent calculation"
of g'p-~+X, we included a contribution from
the leading-particle processes of Fig. 7, w'hich

have the same asymptotic behavior as the quark-
fusion terms. The calculation was based on simple
quark fusion and thus was restricted to the pseudo-
scalars; it was shown that the leading-particle
mechanism gave the numerically larger contribu-
tions. However, introducing the second vector-
meson model discussed above effectively quad-
ruples the quark-fusion contribution relative to the
leading-particle process. This is balanced by a
reduction in the over-all normalization of the
meson vertices as determined by the new fit to
the pp- g+X data at large p~. The net effect is to
leave the quark-fusion contribution nearly un-
changed and to reduce the leading-particle contri-
bution by a factor of about 4. Thus the predicted
cross sections of Ref. 14 are significantly reduced
in magnitude. Alternatively, if the extreme ver-
sion of the first model is adopted, then quark
fusion alone gives the leading asymptotic behavior
in M' B-M+X and the leading-particle process
can be disregarded; again the quark-fusion con-
tribution is left nearly unchanged, and the pre-
dicted cross sections are even smaller. There

are preliminary indications that such modifica-
tions may provide a better description of large-p~
experiments with a meson beam.

IV. SUMMARY

We have discussed how resonance production at
large transverse momentum can qualitatively
explain many aspects of recent data on the struc-
ture of large-p~ events. In constructing a partic-
ula, r model for the production of large-p~ mesons,
we described various reasons for supposing a
quark-fusion mechanism to be an important pro-
cess, at least in the (xr, s) range experimentally
available at the CERN ISR. Accordingly, two
quark-fusion models incorporating vector-meson
production were proposed. In the first (y"-coup-
ling) model, only the longitudinal polarizations
were produced with the leading asymptotic behav-
ior. In the second (statistical) model, each vec-
tor-meson polarization was produced with the
same cross section as the corresponding pseudo-
scalar meson. Both models give a pseudoscalar-
meson inclusive cross section similar in shape to
the fit to the data achieved by the simple quark-
fusion model, which considers the direct produc-
tion of pseudoscalar mesons only. The quantita-
tive consequences of each model for pseudoscalar-
meson relative multiplicities at large transverse
momentum were calculated, and in both cases the
results were in good agreement with the general
features of the particle-ratio data; indeed, an
extreme version of the first model in which all
the pseudoscalars arose from the decay of longi-
tudinally polarized vector mesons (no pseudo-
scalars produced directly) agreed very closely
with the data on charged-particle relative multi-
plicities. The predicted e+/v+ ratios, with the
electrons coming from the decays of p', ~ and

p, were in both models encouragingly close to the
experimental results.

We noted that simple quark fusion predicts
strong (and experimentally unobserved) rapidity
correlations for two g"s produced at large p~ in
opposite azimuthal hemispheres, and described

M

FIG. 7. Leading-particl. e contributions to AP+B M
+X at large pz.
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how the incorporation of meson resonances in a
quark-fusion model will mask these correlations.
Finally, the important consequences of the models
for a theoretical calculation of meson beam exper-
ments at large p~ were indicated.

To conclude: Using extensions of a particular
parton model, we have tried to account, mainly
qualitatively, for the features of the more detailed
data on large-P~ events now becoming available.
Whether or not future results support our particu-
lar approach, experimental searches for vector-
meson (and other resonance) production at large
transverse momentum are of general importance
in view of the links with event structure and large-
p~ lepton production.
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APPENDIX

The basic computational formulas for the relative
multiplicities given in Tables III and V are, "re-
spectively,

Ac 3Ac +Bc
+

' 3A~++B~+

where

Ac = + B» x (branching ratio to C+X)
vector
mesonsy'

x (decay factor)

and B„is the relative multiplicity for directly
produced Yas given by one of Tables I, II, IV.
The branching ratios are either taken from the
latest Particle Data Group tables'6 or derived from
isospin invariance; for example,

The calculation of the decay factors is described
below. For paeudoscalar production, only the
important two-body strong decays have been con-
sidered; vector mesons, decaying to three parti-
cles, generally require much greater transverse

momentum to give one of their products the ob-
served p~. Furthermore, kaon production from
p decay and pion production from K* decay are
suppressed by the kinematics, the former because
the small relative motion of the kaon pair requires
the parent to have much greater transverse mo-
mentum than that necessary in the competing
process of K* decay and the latter because the
kaon, accompanying the pion, always takes up a
substantial fraction of the transverse momentum
of the K*. This leaves p decay to give pions and
X* decay to give kaons. Subtleties such as the
effect of resonance widths and p-~ mixing have
been consistently ignored. Longitudinal p's, &'s,
and p's are assumed to decay isotropically into
lepton pairs, in the rest frames of the former.

For two-body decays, the decay factor for a
given primary and product can be shown to be

(~y/m'){s+u) & d
'

(Ny+ )(8-P) T

f(xr)~xr 'e '~r, 0.2 (xr (0.44

~ (0.62 -xr)', 0.44 (xr (0.54

with continuity at xr ——0.44. (Only the range
0.2 (xr (0.54 was required in practice). The
resulting decay factors are given in Table VI.

TABLE VI. Decay factors {see text). The first figure
in each entry is for a longitudinally polarized vector-
meson primary; the second corresponds to the unpo-
larized case.

p w{+7r} K* K{+n} po, u, or Q e{+e}

0.2 0.134, 0.062 0.170, 0.090
0.4 0.105, 0.044 0.137, 0.064

0.086, 0.086
0 ~ 069, 0.069

asymptotically, where E is the energy, and p is
the magnitude of the 3-momentum, of the product
(mass m) in the rest frame of the primary (mass
N). g(xr, xr) is related to the probability distri-
bution for a vector meson (xr) to give a, product
I'Xr). From general considerations it can be shown

that g(xr, xr) =~xrp for isotropic decays and
g(xr, xr) = [S~(Xrp)'] ~r Exr)2 for longit-udinal
vector-meson decay into two pseudoscalars.
f (xr) is the quark-fusion prediction for the inclu-
sive distribution Edg/d'P at t1 =90', with s depen-
dence removed. For ease of calculation, we took
the following approximate fit to the simple quark-
fusion prediction for s' production (all the inclu-
sive distributions are similar in shape):
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